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dr bob: the kid

Figure: the geek years

I http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida,_Orange_County,_New_York

Onion/polka country

I Lillian Lieber: Einstein Theory of Relativity (1945)
public library find

I http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goshen_Central_High_School

public high school, out of district
Low income parents took out loans to pay public school tuition for better high
school for 4 sons. [Thanks mom and dad.]

https://www.facebook.com/rjantzen/media_set?set=a.517835910582.2076574.6111542&type=3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida,_Orange_County,_New_York
http://www.amazon.com/The-Einstein-Theory-Of-Relativity/dp/1178489728
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goshen_Central_High_School


working class roots

Figure: summer free time after work: calculus

Besides going to Woodstock in the summer of 1969, bob studied calculus after work
for fun (between junior and senior years).

bob continues to work summers on roofs later to help pay for books, expenses in
college.

http://www34.homepage.villanova.edu/robert.jantzen/images/bobface.html
https://www.google.com/search?site=&tbm=isch&source=hp&biw=1366&bih=667&q=woodstock&oq=woodstock&gs_l=img.3..0l10.1109.2830.0.3117.9.5.0.4.4.0.96.308.5.5.0....0...1ac.1.29.img..0.9.343.1el_fmtcQeU


HS math

high school math team
Inspiration: H.S. math teacher Mr. Donald Lyons. Fortran programming opportunity.
First desktop calculators arrive.
square root algorithm,
cube root algorithm, nth root?

http://www.oldcalculatormuseum.com/scm240sr.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methods_of_computing_square_roots#Decimal_.28base_10.29
http://xlinux.nist.gov/dads//HTML/cubeRoot.html


guidance counselor?

Thank you Mr (Walter L.) Kennett of Goshen High School.

bob and Dave go off to Princeton from small rural NY town.



dr bob: the college kid at
Princeton

Figure: John Wheeler, Black Hole, Remo Ruffini, Luigi Bianchi

I First HP scientific handheld calculators arrive.
I bob falls from math into physics into relativity.

Wimmer black hole

I AB thesis: 1, 2, 3 Cosmology! [isotropy,
I CMB, a Princeton/Bell Labs discovery.

https://www.google.com/search?site=&tbm=isch&source=hp&biw=1366&bih=667&q=wheeler+einstein&oq=wheeler+einstein&gs_l=img.3...2479.9893.0.11491.31.10.14.7.3.0.83.577.10.10.0....0...1ac.1.29.img..7.24.673.ZESY0jrEHgM
http://www34.homepage.villanova.edu/robert.jantzen/mg/rjr60/helmut_wimmer_artist.htm
https://www.google.com/search?site=&tbm=isch&source=hp&biw=1366&bih=667&q=cmb&oq=cmb&gs_l=img.3..0l8j0i10j0.4336.5492.0.6662.3.3.0.0.0.0.84.192.3.3.0....0...1ac.1.29.img..0.3.192.9LbKHmMwH0o


dr bob: the grad student at UC Berkeley
PhD Thesis advisor:
Abe Taub used Bianchi for relativistic cosmological models in 1951, after Kurt Gödel
initiated the idea in 1948 (legendary mathematician with obsession with rotating
universes). [bob met KG at Princeton.]

I Abe Taub “the universe man”

I (John Barrow: Book of Universes)

https://www.google.com/search?site=&tbm=isch&source=hp&biw=1366&bih=667&q=einstein+godel&oq=einstein+godel&gs_l=img.3..0j0i24.3852.6458.0.7813.14.10.0.4.4.0.84.633.10.10.0....0...1ac.1.29.img..0.14.669.ycf8FvNT7IE
http://www34.homepage.villanova.edu/robert.jantzen/drbob/graphics/abe.htm
http://www.amazon.com/Book-Universes-John-D-Barrow/dp/1847920985


dr bob does Europe
Modern math/science came to the US from old Europe. Fascism in the 1930s sent
many science people here.
Curvature, differential geometry, tensor analysis and applications:

I Germany: Gauss, Riemann, . . . , Einstein, . . .
I Italy: Ricci & Levi-Civita [math for GR], Fermi, . . .

bob spends a year in Rome, one in Munich, gets stuck in Italy part-time for life.
[Returns to US.]



dr bob: the relativist
Einstein’s general relativity makes the motion of bodies due to the gravitational force
into their natural behavior due to the curvature of spacetime.

I What are geodesics? [What is Maple? Computer algebra systems put graphing
calculators to shame.]

I cosmological models? [cosmic microwave backround]

I black holes?

I relativistic astrophysics?

file:geos-light.mw
https://www.google.com/search?site=\&tbm=isch\&source=hp\&biw=1140\&bih=511\&q=cosmic+microwave+background+radiation\&oq=cosmic+micro\&gs_l=img.1.1.0l10.4167.6088.0.8775.12.9.0.3.3.0.106.692.8j1.9.0....0...1ac.1.30.img..0.12.754.LMA7PwZ1HaM
https://www.google.com/search?site=\&tbm=isch\&source=hp\&biw=1680\&bih=949\&q=black+holes\&oq=black+holes\&gs_l=img.1.0.0l10.1274.1274.0.2552.1.1.0.0.0.0.79.79.1.1.0....0...1ac.1.30.img..0.1.79.Hhhv9hERen4


example: Stanford GP-B gyroscope experiment
curvature of space leads to precession of gyro spin axis with respect to the fixed stars

I curvature of space images

I Wiki: spacetime [see GP-B graphic at top]

I GP-B website

I Maple worksheet for tangent cone [show and tell audience participation segment]

https://www.google.com/search?site=\&tbm=isch\&source=hp\&biw=1366\&bih=667\&q=curvature+of+space\&oq=curvature+of+space\&gs_l=img.3..0l2j0i24l3.453093.457586.0.458893.18.12.0.6.6.0.112.886.11j1.12.0....0...1ac.1.30.img..1.17.838.-RhDt3eDnFs#imgdii=_
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spacetime
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:GPB_circling_earth.jpg
http://einstein.stanford.edu/
file:geos-light.mw


be inspired

I the web is full of interesting math and applications

I John Barrow: Book of Universes

I Stephen Strogatz: The Joy of X
[easy read math survey; hundreds of interesting URLs and book references in the
notes!]

I Dana Mackenzie: The Universe in Zero Words
[inspiring; connection with fundamental issues]

I Ian Stewart: 17 Equations That Changed the World

http://www.amazon.com/Book-Universes-John-D-Barrow/dp/1847920985
https://www.google.com/#q=steven+strogatz
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPttaSg8ySc
http://danamackenzie.com/
http://danamackenzie.com/books/the-universe-in-zero-words/
https://www.google.com/#q=ian+stewart+17+equations+that+changed+the+world


but be cautious
Villanova University has a mission statement...
Math careers should do no harm ...

I dangerous physics (= math) E = mc2

I dangerous math (Wall St) Emanuel Derman: Models Behaving Badly

http://www1.villanova.edu/villanova/president/about_university/mission.html
https://www.google.com/search?q=nuclear+explosion&tbm=isch
http://www.emanuelderman.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Models-Behaving-Badly-Confusing-Illusion-Reality-Disaster/dp/1439164991/
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